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a b s t r a c t 

Nowadays, considering the spread of the coronavirus as a global threat, scientific research on this virus 

through simulation has been increasing. In this study, effect of Cu nanocluster on prevention and con- 

trol of disease transmission was examined using molecular docking and molecular dynamics simulation 

studies on the SARS-CoV-2 main protease and spike glycoprotein. The cytotoxicity of different shapes 

of copper NPs and resonance changes of their surface plasmons on inactivation of the coronavirus was 

examined in order to control replication of coronavirus through copper NPs, active site of protease and 

spike glycoprotein. The simulations results showed that interactions of SARS-CoV-2 main protease and 

spike glycoprotein target and cylindrical and conical copper NPs ligands were more efficient than spheri- 

cal copper NPs. 

© 2021 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Coronaviruses are viral pathogens with single-stranded RNA 

hat cause significant mortality and morbidity. Information and 

ata from different medical centers suggest that coronavirus is 

ransmitted from person to person quickly through virus droplets 

r through direct /indirect contact with respiratory secretions. The 

revalence of the new coronavirus revealed a new threat to human 

ealth [1-3] . Therefore, it is necessary to identify and design coro- 

avirus inhibitors which can be available during the next epidemic 

1] . 

The vital role of the spike protein (S protein) of coronaviruses 

akes this glycoprotein an important therapeutic target, because 

t contributes to coronavirus entry into host cells, by providing the 

inding and the fusion of virus into the host cell membrane. S pro- 

ein is composed of two subunits, S1 which identifies and binds 

o the host receptors, and S2 which facilitates fusion between the 

iral envelope and the host cell membrane [4] . Numerous studies 

ave explored how to target this first stage of the virus lifecycle. 
∗ Corresponding author: Dr. Elaheh Molaakbari 

E-mail address: e.molaakbari@gmail.com (E. Molaakbari). 
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hese methods mainly involve peptidic fusion inhibitors, anti-CoV 

eutralizing monoclonal antibodies, and entry receptor antagonists. 

owever, none of these curative agents is approved for commercial 

se in humans [5] . Regarding the SARS-CoV-2 infection, in the ab- 

ence of a clinically proved effective antiviral therapy against this 

isease, a combination of different drugs has been often supple- 

ented [6–10] . 

Many of the approaches have used chemical and natural 

nhibitors, substrate mimetics and NPs that bind irreversibly 

o the active site of enzyme. These studies analyze inhibitory 

ffect on enzymes, inhibition of viral replication, and struc- 

ural/computational studies of inhibitors bound to enzymes [11–

5] . One of the applications of nanobiotechnology is the use of 

anostructures for new solutions to surface sterilization and treat- 

ent of microbial infections [16] . Antimicrobial activities of many 

Ps against gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria such as gold, 

ilver and copper have been reported in previous studies. The 

rocess of adhesion and electrostatic interaction to the bacte- 

ia cell wall leads to disruption of the bacterial membrane in- 

egrity and ultimately leads to the death of microorganisms [14–

6] . Copper NPs have several advantages, including availability, 

ost-effectiveness and easy production compared to other nanopar- 

icles [16] . Also, copper is one of essential trace elements for hu- 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.molstruc.2021.132301
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/molstr
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.molstruc.2021.132301&domain=pdf
mailto:e.molaakbari@gmail.com
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.molstruc.2021.132301
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Figure 1. a) Cone b) Cylindrical c) Spherical copper NPs molecular structure as Ball and Bond type in position drawn by MVD 6.0. 

Figure 2. The energy units of spherical Cu NPs, cylindrical Cu NPs and conical Cu NPs. 
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ans. Cu 

2 + has the potential of neutralizing infectious viruses, on 

nveloped single/double-stranded DNA and RNA viruses such as 

ronchitis virus, poliovirus, human immunodeficiency virus type 

 [17] . The antimicrobial activity of nanoparticles varies accord- 

ng to their size and morphology. In this research, the impact of 

arious forms of copper including spherical, conical and cylindri- 

al shapes on inactivation of viral main protease was investigated 

hrough computational simulations. These nanoparticles interact 

lectrostatically with viral protease with negative net charge due 

o the positive copper metal. This interaction may be inactivated 

irus inhibition of a major enzymes of virus. 

. Method computational 

.1. Ligand preparation 

The unit cells of copper NPs were made according to the li- 

rary of Materials Studio 2017 software [18] and molecular me- 

hanics optimizations such as, MM + force field with Hyperchem 

oftware was applied to optimize the molecular structure (to reach 

ts real and natural state) and then, saved in Mol2 format which 

an be used for molecular docking. MD simulations was carried 

ut under NVT conditions (constant particle number, constant vol- 

me, and constant temperature) with the Berendsen thermostat 
2 
onstant was used for fixing the temperature of the system at 298 

 and NPT conditions (constant particle number, constant temper- 

ture, and constant pressure) with the Parrinello–Rahman pressure 

oupling method was applied to fix the pressure at 1 bar with a 

ap time of 1 fs to achieve a stable state. Afterwards, the simula- 

ion was performed in the time of 10 ns and ensemble atomic sim- 

lation on different shapes of copper NPs. Figures 1 a-c and 2 show 

tructures and total energies of the different shapes of copper NPs 

igands optimized using molecular dynamics. 

.2. Target/Receptor preparation 

Proteins used in this study are the ones which are involved in 

he mechanism of action of the SARS-CoV-2 such as main pro- 

ease and spike glycoprotein. In this section, first the structure 

f the target proteins (6M03 and 6ZGG) was downloaded in PDB 

ormat from the RCSB protein data bank ( https://www.rcsb.org/ ). 

igures 3 a and b show the molecular structure of the targets. In or- 

er to prepare suitable situation for molecular docking, additional 

tructures in the PDB file were removed in the downloaded file us- 

ng Discovery Studio software, however, for more accurate molec- 

lar docking, water molecules and cofactors were not omitted in 

he docked PDB file so that the conditions are close to their nor- 

al state. 

https://www.rcsb.org/
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Figure 3. The α helices and β strands of a) 6M03 protein (3D) b) 6ZGG protein (3D) are represented as coils (red) and arrows (blue) respectively.) with the selected crystal 

structure drawn by MOE 2011. 
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.3. Molegro Virtual Docker 6.0 (MVD) 

Structures of the protein and the compounds were prepared us- 

ng the module of “preparation molecule for docking”. Applying 

Detect cavities” module, appropriate locations on receptor to in- 

eract with the compounds were determined. Grid resolution of 

.30 ̊A, maximum iteration of 1500 and maximum population size 

f 50 were set as docking parameters. The internal ES (Internal 

lectrostatic Interaction), sp 

2 -sp 

2 torsions and the internal H-bond 

nteractions were set to evaluate the binding affinity and interac- 

ions of the compounds with the M 

pro . Simplex evolution was set 

o maximum steps of 300 with neighborhood distance factor of 1. 

en sets of docking were run followed by post dock energy mini- 

ization applying the Nelder-Mead Simplex Minimization. The fi- 

al outcomes were analyzed using Molegro Molecular Viewer 7.0 

nd the best interacting compound was selected from each dataset. 

he accuracy of AUTODOCK VINA software was nearly 78% higher 

han AUTODOCK4.2 and also the accuracy drawn by MVD 6.0 soft- 

are was close to 87% compared to other docking software [19–

1] . Figures 4 a and b show the cavities of the targets (6M03 and

ZGG) that interact with the ligand and dock there, respectively. 

.4. Molecular Operating Environment 2011 (MOE) 

Receptor and ligands were prepared with the default 3D pro- 

onation procedure in MOE, version 2011 (Chemical Computing 

roup Inc; Montreal, QC, Canada: 2011. And Vilar, Cozza & Moro, 

008). Docking was performed applying all default parameters 

ith Triangle Matcher, retaining 5 poses and GBVI/WSA rescoring. 

igures 5 a and b show the active sites of the targets (6M03 and

ZGG) that interact with the ligand and dock there, respectively. 

fter run, the best poses related to ligands and targets were dis- 

layed. Among the poses with level of energy, the best pose with 

he least amount of energy was selected to be used to obtain Phar- 

acophore topics. 

.5. Autodock Vina 

Receptor structures were downloaded from PDB. Water 

olecules, heteroatoms and ligands were removed in Discovery 
3 
tudio Software and converted to PDB format. The ligand files were 

lso saved in PDB format, and then the receptor structures were 

laced as input in AutoDock Tools software, where hydrogen added 

o the protein structures. In the next step, the load calculations 

ere performed automatically, after which the ligand was format- 

ed. The PDB is called and ready for docking. The settings related 

o the Grid box in size X = 126, Y = 126, Z = 126 and Cut-

ff = 1 A ̊ were selected and stored and molecular docking was 

erformed. 

.6. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation 

Molecular dynamic (MD) simulation was performed to further 

nalysis of the best docking modes according to the receptor-ligand 

nteractions. MD simulation was performed using GROMACS pro- 

ram version 2019.1 and the GROMOS 54A7 force field was applied 

or all simulations. The system was stabilized by adding water and 

a + /Cl + ions. Energy minimization was performed for 50 0 0 0 steps 

ith the GROMOS 54A7 force field. The system was equilibrated 

n the canonical (NVT) ensemble for 1 ns and in the isothermal–

sobaric (NPT) ensemble equal to 1 bar. The Berendsen thermostat 

onstant was used for fixing the temperature of the system at 300 

. The Parrinello–Rahman pressure coupling method was applied 

o keep the pressure of the system at fixed 1 bar with a gap time

f 2 fs to achieve a stable state. 

In order to inspect investigated ligands and achieve higher effi- 

iency, molecular dynamics of considered targets 6M03 and Chain 

 (6ZGG) was performed for 100 to 110 nano seconds using Gro- 

acs software and redocking was performed in the active site 

here had been docked before since molecular docking for pro- 

ein code spike glycoprotein SARS-COV-2 (6ZGG) had been in ac- 

ive and binding site of chain A before molecular dynamic and 

or accelerating molecular dynamic analysis Chain A protein code 

pike glycoprotein SARS-COV-2 (6ZGG) was used. Furthermore, a 

ime of 110 nanoseconds was considered to equilibrate of the 

ystem. 

The LINCS algorithm was applied to calculate the long-range 

lectrostatic interactions using the Particle-Mesh-Ewald (PME) 

ethod. 
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Figure 4. Area of molecular structure of a) 6M03 protein b) 6ZGG protein. The cavities of the targets that interact with the ligand and dock there green color drawn by 

MVD 6.0 
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Table 1 

Resulted parameters from involvement between copper 

NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 main protease of MVD. 

Compound Mol dock Score ET 

cone copper NPs -137.212 -87.284 

cylindrical copper NPs -77.739 52.995 

spherical copper NPs -48.239 116.664 

i

-

t

i

M

p

. Results and Discussion 

.1. MVD Molecular docking studies related to main protease (M 

pro ) 

nd spike glycoprotein 

In order to understand the interactions of our desired 3 com- 

ounds with main protease and spike glycoprotein active sites bet- 

er, the docking modelling studies were carried out by MVD and 

he docking results are listed in Tables 1 and 2 . Conformation of 

ocked Copper NPs ligand with main protease and spike glyco- 

rotein were analyzed in terms of Total Energy or MolDock Score 

alues that were dominated by the negative energy values, imply- 

ng that the binding effects of the compounds were spontaneous. 

he values of Free Total Energy of MolDock Score numbers were 

137. 21, -77. 739 and -48. 239 for conical, cylindrical and Spheri- 

al Copper NPs docked to main protease respectively. The data in 

able 2 show that MolDock Score of conical, cylindrical and Spher- 
o

4 
cal Copper NPs interacted with spike glycoprotein was -148. 09, 

114. 044 and -83. 751 respectively. The calculated minimum rela- 

ive Free Total Energy values score suggest that they are reasonably 

nteracted to macromolecules. Comparing the Free Total Energy or 

olDock Score of compounds with main protease and spike glyco- 

rotein that conical Copper NPs was more effective com pared with 

ther compounds. 
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Figure 5. The active sites molecular structures of a) 6M03 protein b) 6ZGG proteins. The docking areas are shown as white and red ball drawn by MOE 2011. 
Table 2 

Resulted parameters from involvement between copper 

NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 spike glycoprotein of MVD. 

Compound Mol dock Score ET 

cone copper NPs -148.09 -148.09 

cylindrical copper NPs -114.044 -114.043 

spherical copper NPs -83.751 -83.751 

c
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i

u
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N

A

t

s

5 
Furthermore, Figures 6 a-f show the most interacted shape of 

opper NPs ligand in the active site of main protease. The obtained 

ata from docking analysis showed that conical Copper NPs were 

nteracted with amino acids of the main protease (PDB ID, 6M03) 

sing Val A104, Arg A105, Ile A106, Gln A107, Gln A110, Asp A248, 

le A249, Phe A294, Pro A252 ( Figures 6 a and d). cylindrical Copper

Ps were interacted with amino acid residues include Ile A249, Pro 

252, Pro A293, Phe A294, and Val A294 in active site of main pro- 

ease ( Figures 6 b and e). Meanwhile, amino acids of main protease 

uch as Gln A110, Ile A249, Thr A292, Pro A293, Phe A294 were 
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Figure 6. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Copper NPs ligands and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by MMV 7.0. 

Figure 7. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Copper NPs ligands and the 6ZGG receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by MMV 7.0. 
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nteracted with the spherical copper NPs ( Figure 6 c and Figure 6 f).

nteractions of copper NPs with residues of spike glycoprotein were 

hown in Figure 7 a-c. Figure 7 d-f indicates copper NPs embed- 

ed in the active site of spike glycoprotein (PDB ID, 6ZGG). Fur- 

hermore, conical copper NPs interacted with Thr A827, Val A952, 

is A1058, Thr A732, Ala A956, Asn A955, Lys A733, Pro A862, 

al A860, Leu A861, Pro A863, Pro A862, Arg A646, Val A860, Leu 

959, Asn A960, Cys A851, Gln A853 Ala A852, Asp A568, Ile A569 
6 
n spike glycoprotein respectively. On the other hand, cylindrical 

opper NPs was docked into Spike glycoprotein using Arg A646, 

la A668, Thr A866, Asp A867, Phe A823, His A1058, Val A826, 

hr A827, Val A952, Thr A732, Ile A850, Val A860, Pro A862, Pro 

863. Spherical Copper NPs/spike glycoprotein complex was inter- 

cted with Pro A589, Phe A855, Thr A572, Ala A570, Leu A966, Asn 

856, Arg A10 0 0, Leu A977, Met A740, Cys A743, Gly A744, Asp 

746. 
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Figure 8. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Spherical copper NPs ligand and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore drawn by MOE 2011. 

Table 3 

The best result of the docking between copper NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 

main protease based on S, RMSD and E-refine 

E-refine (Kcal/mol) RMSD S (Kcal/mol) Compound 

-5.83 0.36 -5.83 cone copper NPs 

-10.19 0.77 -10.19 cylindrical copper NPs 

-7.10 1.01 -7.10 spherical copper NPs 

Table 4 

The best result of the docking between NPs Copper and SARS-COV-2 spike 

glycoprotein based on S, RMSD and E-refine 

E-refine (Kcal/mol) RMSD S (Kcal/mol) Compound 

-0.47 0.58 -0.47 cone copper NPs 

-10.54 0.66 -10.54 cylindrical copper NPs 

-9.31 0.82 -9.31 spherical copper NPs 
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Table 5 

Resulted parameters from involvement between 

copper NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 main pro- 

tease of Autodock Vina. 

Compound Affinity(Kcal/mol) 

cone copper NPs -13.2 

cylindrical copper NPs -11.7 

spherical copper NPs -7.7 

Table 6 

Resulted parameters from involvement between 

copper NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 spike glyco- 

protein of Autodock Vina. 

Compound Affinity(Kcal/mol) 

cone copper NPs -18.8 

cylindrical copper NPs -17.1 

spherical copper NPs -8.6 
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.2. MOE Molecular docking studies related to M 

pro and spike 

lycoprotein 

Tables 3 and 4 , show the best results of the dock between cop-

er NPs ligands and the targets (6M03 and 6ZGG). Based on the 

btained or acquired data in these tables, it can be concluded that 

he cylindrical and conical copper NPs ligands have the best in- 

olvement with the 6M03 and 6ZGG receptors which are in the 

ost stable states with these receptors, however Spherical Cop- 

er NPs did not get interacted with the 6M03 and 6ZGG receptors 

ell. This will avoid observation of the necessary stability in the 

ystem. Figures 8-13 show molecular docking between the copper 

Ps ligands and the 6M03 and 6ZGG targets that showed the lig- 

nd map and pharmacophore in MOE. Figure 10 is shown interac- 

ions of conical copper NPs molecules with PHE 294 amino acid 

esidues of 6M03 receptor. 

Figure 11 is shown interactions of spherical copper NPs 

olecules with Ser A975, Val A976 and Leu A977 amino acid 

esidues of 6ZGG receptor. Figure 12 shows interactions of cylin- 

rical copper NPs molecules with Pro A862 and Val A860 amino 

cid residues of 6ZGG receptor. It is obviously proved that cylin- 

rical and conical copper NPs have greater effects of inactivating 

he virus due to their increased resonance of surface Plasmons re- 

ulting in its sharp tip. However spherical copper NPs are not as 
7 
ffective as conical and cylindrical forms because of less surface 

lasmon resonance. 

RMSD analysis between NPs Cu (spherical, cylindrical and cone) 

nd targets (6M03 and 6ZGG) was performed, which reveals that 

early all three NPs were stable and shown RMSD calculations 

ithin the range of 0. 58-0. 82 Å of 6M03 and 0. 36-1. 01 Å of

ZGG Figure 14 a-b. 

.3. Autodock Vina Molecular docking studies related to M 

pro and 

pike glycoprotein 

To understand the involvement of our 3 desired compounds 

ith main protease and spike glycoprotein active sites, the docking 

odelling studies were carried out with Autodock Vina .The dock- 

ng results are listed in Tables 5 and 6 . Conformation of docked 

opper NPs with main protease and spike glycoprotein were an- 

lyzed in terms of affinity values and were dominated by the 

egative energy values, implying that the binding effects of the 

ompounds were spontaneous. The values Energy of affinity were 

13.2, -11.7and -7.7 for conical, cylindrical and spherical copper 

Ps docked to main protease respectively ( table 5 ). The data in 

able 6 show that affinity of conical, cylindrical and Spherical Cop- 

er NPs interacted with spike glycoprotein were -18.8, -17.1 and 

8.6 respectively. The calculated minimum relative affinity values 
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Figure 9. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Cylindrical Copper NPs ligand and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore drawn by MOE 2011. 

Figure 10. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Cone Copper NPs ligand and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by MOE 

2011. 
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core suggest that they were reasonably interacted with macro- 

olecules. After comparing the affinity of compounds with main 

rotease and spike glycoprotein it was concluded that conical cop- 

er NPs were more effective than other compounds to main pro- 

ease and spike glycoprotein. 

Figures 15 a-f show the highest level of involvement of copper 

Ps ligand at the active site of main protease. The obtained data 

rom docking analysis showed that conical copper NPs interacted 

ith amino acids of the main protease (PDB ID, 6M03) using Val 

125, Tyr A126, Ser A139, Gly A138, Lys A137, Gln A127, Glu A288, 

ys A5, Arg A4, Ser A284 and Gly A283( Figures 16 a and d). cylin-

rical copper NPs interacted with amino acid residues Lys A137, 

rgA131, AspA197, Thr A196, Thr A198, Thr A199, Tyr A239, Asn 

238, Tyr A237, Leu A286 and Leu A272 in active site of main 
n

8 
rotease ( Figures 15 b and e). Meanwhile, interacted between the 

pherical Copper NPs and main protease were dominated by Glu 

288, Asp A289, Lys A137, Thr A199, Arg A131, Leu A287, Leu A286, 

yr A239, Thr A198, Asn A238, Asp A197, Lys A137, Arg A131 in 

igure 16 c and f. 

.4. Study of molecular dynamics on Main Protease SARS-COV-2 

6M03) and spike glycoprotein Chain A SARS-COV-2 (6ZGG) codes 

The results showed that the complexes formed between the 

opper nanoparticles and the studied targets are more stable in 

he case where molecular dynamics is performed than in the case 

here molecular dynamics is not performed. Also, conical copper 

anoparticles are more stable than cylindrical copper nanoparticles 
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Figure 11. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Spherical Copper NPs ligand and the 6ZGG receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by 

MOE 2011. 

Figure 12. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Cylindrical Copper NPs ligand and the 6ZGG receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by 

MOE 2011. 

9 
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Figure 13. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Conical Copper NPs ligand and the 6ZGG receptor along with the pharmacophore drawn by MOE 2011. 

Figure 14. RMSD calculations of NPs Cu (Spherical, Cylindrical and Cone) with (a); 

6M03 and (b); 6ZGG. 

a

c

t
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Table 7 

Resulted parameters of redocking from interaction between 

copper NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 main protease of MVD 

Compound Mol dock Score ET 

cone copper NPs -169.465 -125.136 

cylindrical copper NPs -106.932 -101.24 

spherical copper NPs -65.674 -32.664 
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C

a

L  

2

f

t

nd cylindrical copper nanoparticles are more stable than spherical 

opper nanoparticles. Moreover, the RMSD and RMSF diagrams ob- 

ained from 6M03 and chain A (6ZGG) molecular dynamics. They 

re main parameters of molecular dynamics in order to balance 
10 
he system. The RMSD and RMSF diagrams from the molecular dy- 

amics of 6M03 showed that the system had an RMSD = 0.25 nm 

t 75 nanoseconds. High levels of RMSF also imply the flexibility 

f 6M03 protein. RMSF fluctuations are between 0.1-0.3, indicat- 

ng system stability over time. The RMSD and RMSF diagrams from 

hain A (6ZGG) molecular dynamics also showed that the system 

as RMSD = 2 nm at 95 nanoseconds. High RMSF also imply chain 

 flexibility (6ZGG). RMSF fluctuations are between 0.25-0.8, indi- 

ating system stability over time. 

The RMSD and RMSF diagrams of 6M03 and chain A of 6ZGG 

roteins were shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18 , respectively. 

.5. MVD Molecular redocking studies related to M 

pro and Chain A 

pike glycoprotein 

For this purpose, molecular redocking of the ligands was per- 

ormed in the active site where redocking had been carried out us- 

ng the output file obtained from the molecular dynamics of 6M03 

nd chain A (6ZGG) and the best conformation of ligand or the 

ose, the energy of which was minimum with the receptors, was 

elected and analyzed. 

The binding energy of molecular redocking between the copper 

Ps ligands and the 6M03 and 6ZGG (chain A) targets were shown 

n Tables 7 and 8 , respectively. In Figures 19 a and d interactions

f spherical copper NPs molecule with Ile 249, Pro 108 and Gln 

10of 6M03 with a redocking score -65.674 Kcal/mol was shown. 

onical copper NPs interacted with 6M03 ( Figures 19 b and e) with 

 redocking score -169.465 Kcal/mol and amino acid residues like 

ys 5, Ala 7, Ser 123, Gly 124, Val 125, Tyr 126, Ser 139 and Glu

90. The resulted data from redocking analysis in Figures 19 c and 

 show that cylindrical copper NPs interacted with amino acids of 

he 6M03 using Ser 10, Met 6 and Val 125 with redocking -106.932 
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Figure 15. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Copper NPs ligands and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by Discovery 

Studio. 

Table 8 

Resulted parameters of redocking from interaction between 

copper NPs ligands and SARS-COV-2 spike glycoprotein 

Chain A of MVD. 

Compound Mol dock Score ET 

Cone Copper NPs -181.056 -122.305 

Cylindrical Copper NPs -118.036 -80.064 

Spherical Copper NPs -69.184 -8.766 

s

b  

s

L

c

A  

A

p

3

(  

K

p

i

Table 9 

The best result of the redocking from interaction between copper NPs lig- 

ands and SARS-COV-2 main protease based on S, RMSD and E-refine of 

MOE. 

E-refine (Kcal/mol) RMSD S (Kcal/mol) Compound 

-3.31 0.87 -3.31 cone copper NPs 

-8.27 0.88 -8.27 cylindrical copper NPs 

-12.15 1.19 -12.15 spherical copper NPs 

Table 10 

The best result of the redocking from interaction between copper NPs and 

SARS-COV-2 spike glycoprotein Chain A based on S, RMSD and E-refine of 

MOE. 

E-refine (Kcal/mol) RMSD S (Kcal/mol) Compound 

1714.47 0.56 1714.47 cone copper NPs 

-5584.98 2.00 -5584.98 cylindrical copper NPs 

-11147.23 1.47 -11147.23 spherical copper NPs 

w

p

3

s

2

core Kcal/mol. Furthermore, spherical copper NPs forms were sta- 

ilized by 6ZGG (chain A) ( Figure 20 a and d) with a redocking

core of -69.184 Kcal/mol and using amino acid residues: Ile 418, 

ys 417, Leu 455 and Tyr 489. 

Likewise, redocking results were shown in Figure 20 b and e 

onical copper NPs interacted with amino acids of the 6ZGG (chain 

) using Tyr 28, Phe 59, Phe 138, Leu 293, Ser 383, Thr 385 and

la 570 with a redocking score -181.056 Kcal/mol. cylindrical Cop- 

er NPs using amino acid residues: Asn 61, Tyr 269, Gln 271, Gly 

81, Ser 383, Lys 386, Ala 570 and Asp 571 of 6ZGG (chain A) 

 Figure 20 c and f) was stabilized with a redocking score of -118.036

cal/mol. 

Consequently, the redocking results indicated that conical cop- 

er NPs and cylindrical copper NPs were more efficient than spher- 

cal copper NPs to 6M03 and 6ZGG (chain A). Relevant tables in 
11 
hich energy and redocking score were written in the article, im- 

lied that conical copper NPs had the best results of redocking. 

.6. MOE Molecular redocking studies related to M 

pro and chain A 

pike glycoprotein 

The redocking results are listed in Tables 9 and 10 . Figures of 

1 and 22 display the ligand map and pharmacophore of molecu- 
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Figure 16. Schematic of the molecular docking between the Copper NPs ligands and the 6ZGG receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by Discovery 

Studio. 
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Table 11 

Resulted parameters of the redocking from in- 

teraction between copper NPs ligands and SARS- 

COV-2 main protease of Autodock Vina. 

Compound affinity(Kcal/mol) 

Cone Copper NPs -13.5 

Cylindrical Copper NPs -12.0 

Spherical Copper NPs -7.9 

p

C

o

3

c

t

a

t

ar redocking between the copper NPs ligands and the 6M03 and 

hain A (6ZGG) targets in MOE. Figures 21 a and b showed interac- 

ions of spherical copper NPs molecule with Leu A286, Glu A288, 

hr A199, Lys A137, Tyr A 239, Asp A197, Asn A 238, Tyr A237 

mino acid residues from 6M03 receptor. Figures 21 c and d show 

nteractions of cylindrical copper NPs molecule with Glu A166, Asn 

119, Thr A24, Thr A26, Thr A25, Gly A143, Leu A27, Cys A 44, Thr

45, Asn A142, His A41, Ser A46, Gln A 189 and Pro A168 amino

cid residues from 6M03 receptor. Figures 21 e and f show inter- 

cted conical copper NPs molecule with Gly A283, Val A125, Lys 

5, Glu A14 amino acid residues from receptor 6M03. 

Figures 22 a and b show interactions of spherical copper NPs 

olecule with Leu A894, Met A900, Ile A896, Ala A903, Gln A901, 

ln A913, Tyr A917, Asn A907 and Tyr A904 amino acid residues 

rom chain A of 6ZGG receptor. Figures 22 c and d show interac- 

ions of cylindrical copper NPs molecule with Leu A293, Pro A57, 

ro A272, Arg A273, Ala A292, Gln A271, Leu 293, Ser A316, Asn 

317, Ile A569, Phe A318, Arg A 319 and Ala A570 amino acid 

esidues from chain A of 6ZGG receptor. Figures 22 e and f is show

nteracted conical copper NPs molecule with Lys A386, ThrA385, 

sn A61, Tyr A269, Gln A271, Pro A57, Arg A273 and Phe A318 

mino acid residues from receptor Chain A 6ZGG. 

The calculated minimum relative Free Total Energy values score 

uggest that they reasonably involved with macromolecules. Com- 
s

12 
aring the Free Total Energy of compounds with main protease and 

hain A (6ZGG) that conical copper NPs was more effective than 

ther compounds to main protease and spike glycoprotein. 

.7. Autodock Vina Molecular redocking studies related to M 

pro and 

hain A of spike glycoprotein 

Conformation of redocked copper NPs ligand with main pro- 

ease and chain A (6ZGG) were analyzed in terms of affinity values 

nd were dominated by the negative energy values, implying that 

he binding effects of the compounds were spontaneous. The re- 

ults were reported in Table 11 and the values of Energy of affinity 
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Figure 17. a) The root mean square deviation (RMSD) value and b) RMSF (root mean square fluctuation) of M 

pro SARS-COV-2. 

Table 12 

Resulted parameters of the redocking from inter- 

action between Copper NPs ligands and SARS- 

COV-2 spike glycoprotein Chain A of Autodock 

Vina. 

Compound affinity(Kcal/mol) 

Cone Copper NPs -19.2 

Cylindrical Copper NPs -18.5 

Spherical Copper NPs -8.8 

w

p

s

i

t

g

p

A

c

N

f

w

A

S  

A  

t

A

A

t

s

A

A

w

e

p

S

A

ere -13.5, -12.0 and -7.9 for conical, cylindrical and spherical cop- 

er NPs docked to main protease respectively. The data in Table 12 

how that affinity of conical cylindrical and spherical copper NPs 

nteracted with chain A (6ZGG) was -19.2, -18.5 and -8.8 respec- 

ively. The calculated minimum relative affinity values score sug- 

est that they reasonably interacted with macromolecules. Com- 

aring the affinity of compounds with main protease and Chain 

 (6ZGG) that conical copper NPs was more effective than other 

ompounds to main protease and chain A (6ZGG). 
13 
Figures 23 a-f show the highest level of interactions of copper 

Ps ligand at the active site of main protease. The resulted data 

rom redocking analysis showed that conical Copper NPs interacted 

ith amino acids of the main protease (PDB ID, 6M03) using Ser 

139, Glu A 288, Glu A290, Gln A127, Tyr A126, Val A125, Gly A124, 

er A123, Tyr A118, Pro A122, Glu A14, Ser A10, Phe A 8, Met A6,

la A7 and Lys A5 ( Figures 23 a and d). Cylindrical copper NPs in-

eracted with amino acid residues Asn A133, Asn A238, Asp A197, 

rg A131, Thr A135, Val A171, Gly A170, Ile A136, His A172, Lys 

137, Gly A138, Phe A140 and Ser A139 in active site of main pro- 

ease ( Figures 23 b and e). Meanwhile, interactions between the 

pherical copper NPs and main protease were dominated by Lys 

137, Asp A289, Glu A 288, Leu A 286, Arg A131, Asp A197, Thr 

199, Asn A238, Tyr A239 in Figure 23 c and f. 

Interactions of copper NPs with residues of chain A (6ZGG) 

ere shown in Figures 24 a-c. Figures 24 d-f indicates copper NPs 

mbedded in the active site of chain A (6ZGG). Also, conical Cop- 

er NPs interacted with Gln A 992, Ile A973, Ala A972, Gly A971, 

er A974, Asn A969, Ser A975, Gln A52, Thr A51, Asp A53, Leu A54, 

rg A44, Pro A39, Asp A40, Val A42, Ile A197, Asp A198, Lys A195 
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Figure 18. a) The root means square deviation (RMSD) value and b) RMSF (root mean square fluctuation) of spike glycoprotein chain A SARS-COV-2 (6ZGG). 

a

w

L

s

A

t

A

A

T

3

c

d

s

o  

r

i

nd His A49 to chain A (6ZGG) respectively. Cylindrical copper NPs 

as redocked into Spike glycoprotein using Arg A983, Asp A979, 

ys A41, Val A42, Asp A40, Pro A39, Asp A53, Gln A52, Arg A44, 

er A974, Ile A973, Ala A972, Ser A975, Gly A971, Asn A969, His 

49, Ser A50 and Thr A51. Spherical Copper NPs/spike glycopro- 

ein complex interacted with Leu A977, Ser A746, Val A976, Ser 

975, Arg A44, Ser A45, Ser A967, Ser A46, Val A47, Leu A966, 

rg A10 0 0, Cys A743, Gly A744, Ile A742, Thr A739, Met A740, 

yr A741. 
14 
.8. Recent studies on the antimicrobial and antiviral properties of 

opper 

Recent investigations have found novel and effective ways of 

ecreasing the risk of transmission of several respiratory viruses 

uch as the Coronaviridae and influenza family, for instance using 

f copper [ 13 , 22–28 ]. Copper has been used in clinical settings to

educe the risk of bacterial and viral contamination, complement- 

ng traditional protocols. Furthermore, adding copper nanoparticles 
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Figure 19. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the cylindrical copper NPs ligand and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore 

drawn by MVD 6.0. 

Figure 20. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the cylindrical copper NPs ligand and the chain A of 6ZGG receptor along with the pharma- 

cophore drawn by MVD 6.0. 

t

t

a

a

i

t

a

r

C

c

a

s

p

o polymer/plastic matrices can also produce highly effective an- 

imicrobial materials. A various type of respiratory pathogens such 

s influenza, SARSCoV, MERS-CoV, and HCoV have been exposed to 

 variety of copper forms in several cultivating media. The results 

mplicate that, copper is capable of inhibition, inactivation, reduc- 

ion, and irreversible destruction of coronavirus, influenza virus, 

nd other pathogenic microorganisms in a matter of minutes. A 
15 
ecent study has evaluated and compared SARS-CoV-1 and SARS- 

oV-2 stability and the rate of aerosols decay, in the presence of 

opper (metallic plate at 99% of copper), cardboard, stainless steel, 

nd plastic, these data may probably suggest that copper has more 

ignificant effect on SARS-CoV-2. 

The previous or provided data appear to support the use of cop- 

er in different ways in order to inactivate viruses (and a wide 
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Figure 21. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the Cylindrical copper NPs ligand and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore 

drawn by MOE 2011 

r
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p

i

e

m

n
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m

c

c

u

f

t

h

ange of microorganisms)actively, and it seems to be an effective 

nd affordable strategy to help reducing transmission of several in- 

ectious diseases such as the coronavirus, despite the genetic sim- 

larities, more research would be beneficial to support its usage 

ith the new SARS-Cov-2 [ 29 , 30 ]. 

According to recent research, copper was used to inhibit the 

rotease of human immunodeficiency [31] . The role of copper in 

nactivation of influenza A was confirmed. Cu can inactivate sev- 

ral infectious viruses such as bronchitis virus, poliovirus, hu- 

an immunodeficiency virus type 1(HIV-1), other enveloped or 
16 
onenveloped, single- or double-stranded DNA and RNA viruses. 

oreover, Cu has the potent capacity of inactivating SARS-CoV- 

. Since the current outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic, further- 

ore copper is also recognized as a potent antibacterial parti- 

le agent. Its application in particle form (especially Nano parti- 

les) shows very interesting properties.so it can be concluded that 

sing(application) of copper in particle forms can be very help- 

ul to control covid 19 pandemic [32] so it can be concluded 

hat using(application) of copper in particle forms can be very 

elpful to control covid 19 pandemic [1-3] . Therefore, it can be 
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Figure 22. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the cylindrical copper NPs ligand and the chain A of 6ZGG receptor along with the pharma- 

cophore drawn by MOE 2011 
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ery helpful to control covid 19 pandemic which is still a global 

hallenge. 

Shape/size dependence on LSPR of noble metal nano structures 

ave been extensively investigated, and easily controlled, e. g.; for 

olden nano rods, the LSPRs expand within 50 0–110 0 nm via con- 

rolling the aspect ratio [33–35] the LSPR energy of copper chalco- 

enide NCs is dependent on shape parameters (e. g.; aspect ratio), 

esides charge carrier density. Tao et al. reported for the first time 

he observation of size/shape dependent LSPRs for Cu 2 -xS Nano 

isks that possess in-plane and out-of-plane dipoles associated 

ith the ultra-thin disk geometry, in which two extinction bands 

ear 180 0and 310 0 nm were observed. This is different from Cu -
2 

17 
Snanospheres, which show only one LSPR peak at 1550 nm. [36] . 

ocus on factors that impact their localized surface Plasmon reso- 

ances (LSPRs) and on methods used for tuning the LSPRs [37] . 

The antimicrobial activity of nanoparticles increases according 

o their size and the most important of them are different forms 

f metal NPs, as shown in Tables 1-12 . 

Currently, in the mortal conditions caused by the corona virus, 

he use of drug simulation and design can minimize the time re- 

uired to identify and design drug compounds andtheir types, and 

ptimize their structure in addition it helps reduce the cost of lab- 

ratory processes and materials This technology also speeds up 

rug design and discovery, as well as improving drug performance. 
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Figure 23. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the copper NPs ligands and the 6M03 receptor along with the pharmacophore and ligand map drawn by Discovery Studio. 
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Figure 24. Schematic of the molecular redocking Molecular Dynamics between the copper NPs ligands and the chain A of 6ZGG along with the pharmacophore and ligand 

map drawn by Discovery Studio. 
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. Conclusion 

In this research, the effect of copper NPs with different shapes 

spherical, cylindrical and conical) for docking with coronavirus 

rotease and spike glycoprotein (6M03 and 6ZGG) was analyzed. 

he evaluation of antiviral effect of this nano-structure revealed 

hat nanoparticles of Cu could block a key enzyme that helps 

iruses replicate. In fact, nanoparticles of Cu were such as pro- 

ease and spike glycoprotein inhibitors. The distribution of electron 

ensity of copper NPs showed that copper NPs react electrostati- 

ally with corona virus protease and spike glycoprotein. The dock- 

ng results showed us that cylindrical and conical copper NPs were 

ore efficient than spherical copper NPs. Relevant tables, energy 

nd docking scoring, which were mentioned in the article, also 

howed that cylindrical and conical copper NPs had the best re- 

ults of docking. Therefore, the shape of nanoparticles was very 

mportant in influencing virus protease spike glycoprotein.to con- 

lude copper NPs can be used to disinfect surfaces. 

The results of molecular redocking showed that the complexes 

ormed between the studied ligands and receptors were more sta- 

le than in the case where that docking without MD was per- 

ormed. As result, the energy of conical copper NPs is more nega- 

ive than cylindrical copper NPs indicating the higher level of sta- 

ility of conical form. It is also proved in molecular dynamics and 

hen molecular docking that cylindrical form is better than spheri- 

al nanoparticles. 

Furthermore, the RMSD and RMSF values also indicate that 

here is a small computational error, implying that the considered 

ystem has reached equilibrium. 
f

19 
This study aimed to use copper NPs as a disinfectant for SARS 

irus and extensive studies in the field of copper NPs suggest that 

his agent can be used as a disinfectant in hospitals, government 

epartments and public places. 
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